Dip Powder |

Step-By-Step Instructions

Connect / Follow @Diptnails

Follow hygiene procedures for
tools and hands.
Prep the natural nail by
removing the shine. Push back
cuticles and remove any dead
tissue. Remove dust with a
lint-free wipe or nylon brush.
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1.

2.

Apply BASE leaving a
margin of 3mm from the
cuticle. ALWAYS WIPE
THE BRUSH BEFORE
REPLACING.

Dip the nail into either
CLEAR OR COLOURED
POWDER and tap off
excess, or sprinkle over
and remove excess with
a brush.

3.
Apply a second layer of
BASE leaving a margin
of 2mm from the cuticle
REPEAT STEP 2.

OPTIONAL
Apply a third layer of BASE,
slightly closer to the cuticle
without touching the skin.
REPEAT STEP 2.

4.
Base

Activator

Finish

Brush Softener

Powder

Apply a generous amount
of ACTIVATOR to each nail.
Seal in the powder and cap
the free edge. LEAVE TO
DRY FOR 2 MIN.

Dipt™ TIPS
1.

Keep the neck of bottles free from product.
Drain excess liquid from the brush on the
inside of the bottle, not the outside.

2. Always wipe brushes on a lint-free pad

before replacing in the bottle.
3. If the brush becomes hard, swap it for the

brush in the brush softener. Wipe and dry
the brush before using. Clean any product
from the hard brush before putting into the
brush softener.
4. Graduating the application of the product,

keeping it thin at the cuticle and keeping
product off the skin, will stop lifting.

5.

5. Shake or stir the powder before each
6. The first coat of Finish should be applied

thin and fast.
7. Always make sure the Activator has had

time to dry before applying the Finish.
using neons and high pigment colours.
9. Simply soak off by filing 40% of the

product, place an acetone soaked
cotton pad onto the nail, wrap and
secure with foil for 15 mins.

Shape and smooth the sides,
free edge and surface with a
240/180 grit file and a white
block. Finish by using a
sponge file. REMOVE DUST.
Apply a second layer of
FINISH, this time slower
with an accurate coverage,
capping the free edge. Do
not over-brush as this may
reduce the finished shine.
LEAVE TO DRY FOR 2 MIN.

use for a smooth application.

8. Apply a layer of clear powder first when

6.

7.
Apply a second coat of
ACTIVATOR as before.
LEAVE TO DRY FOR 2 MIN.
Wipe over the nails with a
lint-free wipe to remove any
trace of ACTIVATOR before
applying FINISH.

8.
Apply a thin layer of FINISH
to each nail using quick, light
strokes. This application does
not need to be accurate.
WAIT 15 SECS.

9.

Done & Enjoy!
#GetDipt!

